
Luxury at your 
doorstep... What is 
mobile grooming?

Mobile grooming is an all-inclusive, one-on-one 
grooming service. Nikki brings her mobile 
grooming rig to your location. It is fully 
self-contained with warm water and powered by an 
onboard generator so there is no need to plug into 

Mobile grooming 
provides a calm and 
low-stress atmosphere, 
and one-on-one 
attentiontion for your 
pet.

Requirements & Pricing
 22ft parking space, relatively level

 Responsible party must remain at location during grooming session (not inside the rig)

Payment is due at the time of services: cash or card (no checks)

Grooming session starts the moment the groomer arrives at location. Please have pet ready. Please also 
 consider the groomer’s schedule when striking up conversation after the groom is finished.

Cancelations must have 48 hours notice

Pets must remain on grooming schedule of 2 to 8 weeks for Preferred Dog Client pricing 
  & 2 to 12 weeks for Preferred Cat Clients pricing

Price quotes are based on an hourly service fee broken down for the amount of time it generally takes to 
 complete a groom on a “typical” pet of similar breed and/or characteristics

at the comfort of the pet’s home
one-on-one attention
no rush
no waiting in a kennel
top-shelf products
gentle bathing and brushing
massage
facial
teeth brushing
hair cut/styling (if applicable)
Deshedding (if applicable)
nail filing for a smooth finish (pet permitting)
ear cleaning [&] plucking
anal gland expression
cologne
bandana or bow

New Dog Clients
~Includes all NEW clients AND clients who
 have not been groomed by our company
 within the past 8 weeks
 Please call/text for quote

Preferred Dog Clients
~Clients on a 2, 4, 6, 8 week Grooming Schedule
~ Fees are less for Preferred Clients
 Please call /text for quote

New Cat Clients Preferred Cat Clients
~Includes all NEW clients AND clients who
 have not been groomed by our company 
 within the past 12 weeks
 Please call/text for quote

~Clients on a 2 to 12 week Grooming Schedule
 Please call/text for quote

Mobile Grooming generally takes significatnly less time than in the traditional grooming salon.
We will not compromise safety for speed; some pets must be groomed slower due to special needs or 
 behavioral issues that increase the amount of time required.
Rates will be adjusted for pets with severe behavioral issues or aggression.
It is common for mobile groomers to be booked out anywhere from 2 weeks to 6 months. It is best to setup
  a recurring Grooming Schedule
Prices are subject to change without notice.
Prices are for standard grooming; Product Add-ons and Specialty Spa Add-ons are additional.
We do not allow persons on-board the grooming rig during grooming sessions. You may peer inside before 
 or after the groom. Any services falling under the catagory of  “Grooming Lessons” are at a rate of 
 no less than $150 per hour. Consistent “observation” is clasified as a “grooming lesson.”
Saturday appointments  and Federal Holiday ppointments are at a rate of 1.5 times the normal hourly rate.
No appointments are scheduled for Sundays and Mondays, except under special circumstances.


